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About This Game

Imagine if you had the opportunity to attend class at an elite academy for magical girls... Do you think you'd take the
opportunity to make new friends? Learn magic? Or... Would you try to date a cute magical girl?

Although you show only a pathetic amount of magical talent, the academy has decided to let you in. You're not sure why, but
this is probably a good opportunity to meet some girls! However, you only have one year to prove that you're suitable for the

academy. You'll have to balance your studies and chasing girls in order to succeed!

Take time out of your busy schedule to go shopping, attend the debate club, work a part-time job or just relax and see the sights.
The choice is yours!

As you get closer to winning the heart of your dream girl, you might find that not everything at the academy is what it seems.

An overwhelming sense of foreboding hangs above the academy like a dark cloud.

There's more to this place than the happy-go-lucky students are letting on...

This game contains scenes that may frighten or disturb some people. All characters are 18 years of age or older.

FEATURES

 Meet a unique cast of magical girls. Select your favorite one and try to win her heart!
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 Use your free time as you see fit. Study, practice magic, brew potions or just chill out.

 Get to know each girl by taking her out on dates. Give her gifts to improve her affection!

 Close to 40 high-quality CG scenes.

 Lots of alternate costumes and outfits for each girl.

 Original soundtrack.

 In-game calendar system with special event days.

 Alchemy system for collecting and combining ingredients.

 10 to 15 hours playtime, with multiple endings.
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Title: How To Date A Magical Girl!
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Simulation
Developer:
Cafe Shiba
Publisher:
Cafe Shiba
Release Date: 31 Jan, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/8.1/10 (32bit/64bit)

Processor: Intel Core2 Duo or better

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9/OpenGL 4.1 capable GPU

Storage: 1 GB available space

Additional Notes: 1280 x 720 or higher display

English
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This is a good port of the flash game I remember playing many years ago as a kid. There are added modes, score and stat
tracking, and plenty of challenges to give hours of replayability.

If you like Zuma you will enjoy this game and I recommend the purchase.. Ill be brief.

What this is: Random. Forces you to often times take damage upon entering a dungeon due to poor mechanics and unavoidable
things like gas surrounding the entrance.♥♥♥♥♥♥poor foresight in making this.

What this is not: Enjoyable rogue hack as it claims to be. Its rogue, but very dull, even if you arent forced to take damage.

Rogue hacks are skill based with a little bit of luck thrown in when things start picking up. This game is luck based with no skill
used to progress. Its basically an advanced version of 'mine sweeper', that crap game only homeless ♥♥♥♥ on a laptop and
single mothers play.. I see the potential here. You need to go into it realizing that you're playing a barebones version of the
game, but the skeleton that is here currently could be built into something really good.

If you don't mind supporting a developer for a good concept - even if the current version isn't much to look at - then this is a
management game worth supporting.. Despite the incredible amount of passion put into making this game, Treasure Adventure
World has some of the most annoying platforming sequences I've played. At first when i played this i thought, why would
someone create this, But after a period of my load being blow and being lost in the labyrinth that is the ♥♥♥♥♥♥, i found my
purpose i am going to became a sperm just getting ready its going to be a fun experiance. One of my favorite sports games.
Very simple and very competitive.. This is a first impression, not a full review, and I suspect it's going to stay that way. The
reason for that is that this game is a timing puzzler with unsuitable controls.

The general idea is nice: you need to get colored runes to the same colored altars, except for tutorial dude, each elemental can
only carry its own runes, and there are specific things only they can do, and they can be combined to combine their abilities.
That should make for interesting puzzles, except they're timed, your guys never stop moving (why not?), and the camera and
controls mean it's very hard to translate intent into the game world.

Now with the same basic mechanics, this could just as easily have been a puzzle where you draw some paths in advance,
including possibly some wait times, and thenset it in motion like a machine. But instead, like Charlie Chaplin in modern times, I
need to struggle to keep up with the "machine" that I want to see solve the level. Very annoying.

If you like timing puzzle games, this is a game you might want to try. If you like the puzzling without someone running and
falling off a cliff while you try to figure out what's going on, get something else.. unplayable. input lag is horrible.. The game
itself is very broken. For some reason, the spacebar takes a screenshot. and it usually crashes on newer systems. Its a very bad
steam port. Play the original if you want to have a good time with this game.
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easy piece of♥♥♥♥♥. 909520394% done with messing up level 5 in the last 10 seconds but other than that . . .go ood game .. .
frustrate . . . .i cant. Do not look at the graphics in games, gameplay is the most important. I actually enjoy this game. Think of it
as a first person dinner dash but with slight horror elements.. Fun puzzles, good looks.. Pretty decent, enjoyed playing it.
Story ain't all that great, but hell I get to fly around and blow stuff up.. very good game. I just bought this game with the sale,
and I already love it. I know that I'll be sinking a lot of time into this game. The art style is fun and bright, and the music makes
me want to keep going, even if I get frustrated on a level. I don't usually like the super difficult type of games but this makes the
losses not feel terrible by keeping the rhythm and music going.. i played and completed all puzzles and game play 2 times as new
game .
and 2 times more as new game plus
evel dlc also tooo goood
 i will play again 2 more times
tooo good icant myself to stop. Faithfull adaptation of the original board game! Super polished interface and gives at a glance all
the info you need to know in an excellent layout! When you aim a the enemy all dice modifiers are clearly stated. This is how a
board game conversion into board game should be done!
They added a very nice campaign where you cant loose otherwise you always come back at starting scenario and it becomes
extremely addictive! The mission editor is extremely well done as well!
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